Going Cosmopolitan!
A widely known local government supplier, Amethyst Horticulture, a wholesale nursery
specialising in the supply of trees, shrubs, hanging baskets and high impact floral displays, have
seen the hiring of their unique designed, self-watering ‘Cosmopolitan Cube’ greatly increase as
councils look to save money but not compromise their beautiful floral displays.
The Cosmopolitan Cube planter is delivered fully planted and in flower to provide instant impact.
This robust versatile planter complete with integral water reservoir, provides a high quality display
with the benefit of a low cost maintenance regime.
Manufactured from recycled plastic and having a water reservoir of 40 litres, the cost, labour and
carbon footprint savings are great, which is why local councils are choosing this sustainable
planter.
Strength and durability has not been compromised to achieve a product that can be planted in a
number of combinations. Stacked one, two or even three high, this planter can be designed to
suit any location whilst providing maximum impact.
Managing Director Nigel Fox explains: “The design of our containers has benefited from our
extensive horticultural knowledge and experience in planting and maintaining displays. We have
been able to manufacture a range of products that maximise both the effectiveness of the ‘selfwatering’ technology and the aesthetic quality of the display’.
Cosmopolitan planters are designed to make an immediate impact on streets and public spaces
and the company has seen an increase in client, particularly local councils hiring its economical
Cosmopolitan Cube which they can place strategically to instantly add colour to urban areas.
Amethyst says:“ We will continue to develop and offer unrivalled and contemporary planters and
high impact floral displays to our customers, whilst still helping them to save money.”
For further information on Amethyst products and services (including watering/maintenance
service), please visit their web site www.amethyst-horticulture.co.uk, or telephone sales 01795
522828.
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